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1 Basic Instructions 
 
1.1 Purpose for which this system was designed 
 
This Operating Manual contains the information required for operation of the product 
described here, for the purpose for which they have been designed. This Operating Manual 
is intended to be used only by technically qualified staff.  
 
“Technically qualified staff” is defined as those persons who – as a result of their training; 
their experience; the instructions which they have received; as well as their knowledge of the 
relevant standards, regulations, accident-prevention regulations, and conditions under which 
the product will be operated in the company – have been authorised by the person 
responsible for the safety of the company facilities and staff to carry out the activities and 
actions required for operation of the equipment described below, and who can recognise and 
prevent any possible dangers arising from such operation (this definition of technically 
qualified staff has been provided in IEC 364). 
 
The user must by all means observe the requirements and limit values, as well as all safety 
instructions, given in this Operating Manual. Any use of this device not in conformity with 
these stipulations shall be considered to be in violation of the use for which this system was 
intended. If this device must be operated under special conditions, or with special modes of 
operation, then this is authorised only after consultation with the manufacturer, and after 
obtaining their prior and express approval. 
 
This 0.75-litre Air Entrainment Meter (manual version), has been designed and constructed 
in accordance with the following standards: EN 196 , DIN EN 413 T.2. 
 
The purpose of the 0.75-litre Air Entrainment Meter (manual version), is to measure the air 
entrainment (air-void content) of fresh mortar. The pressure gauge gives a direct reading of 
the air content in per cent (%). 
 
1.2 Purposes for which this system may NOT be used 
 
• This 0.75-litre Air Entrainment Meter (manual version), may NOT be used for any 

construction materials other than those stated above in Section 1.1.  
 
• This system may not be used before all the inner surfaces of the test pot and the cover of 

this pot have been cleaned of oils, fats, dust, and residue from earlier testing. Only then 
may the new material to be tested be placed in the test pot. 

 
1.3 Safety Instructions 
 
1.3.1 Obligations of the user and operator 
 
This 0.75-litre Air Entrainment Meter (manual version), has been designed and built in 
accordance with the state of the engineering art and with the accepted rules of good 
engineering practice. The use of this Air Entrainment Meter, however, can cause danger to 
the health and safety of the user and third parties. It can also cause damage to mechanical 
parts or to other objects of value. 
 
The person operating this system must take care that he or she does not endanger the 
health and safety of himself/herself, or any other persons. No person may operate this 
system without supervision unless he or she has received sufficient instruction in its 
operation. 
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This 0.75-litre Air Entrainment Meter (manual version), may be used only: 
 
• For the purpose for which it was intended 
 
• In a technical condition in which it can be perfectly safely operated. 
 
If the 0.75-litre Air Entrainment Meter (manual version), is damaged, or has any malfunctions 
which can impair its operational safety, these malfunctions must be immediately eliminated. 
This system may not be further operated until all such malfunctions or shortcomings have 
been eliminated.  
 
1.3.2 Safety elements 
 
Safety lock for securing the hand pump during transport: 
The pump piston must be screwed down tight before transporting the 0.75-litre Air 
Entrainment Meter, in order to prevent damage during transport. To lock the hand pump, 
screw the ball head (the knob) with the thread, tight against the upper part (cap) of the unit. 
 
Locking spring on the quick-action clamps: 
These fasteners are provided with a locking spring to prevent them from accidentally 
opening. These locks must be used during conduct of testing, and during transport. 
 
1.4 Receiving the system from the forwarding agent; transport 
 
1.4.1 Receiving the system from the forwarding agent 
 
When the system arrives from the forwarding agent, make an external inspection. If there is 
no visible damage or other shortcomings, accept the consignment from the freight forwarder 
(the package service or a haulage agent). 
 
If there is no transport damage or other shortcomings, use the bill of delivery to check to 
make sure that the delivery is complete. 
 
If you believe that transport damage may have taken place when you receive the equipment, 
or if you discover after you have accepted the delivery that damage has occurred, 
immediately make a report of this damage, with an exact description of the nature and the 
extent of the damage. Send this report to us immediately. Important: Be sure not to make 
any changes or other alterations to the system as it has been delivered. 
 
When we receive this report, we shall decide whether we can solve the difficulty by one of 
the following steps: 
 
• Delivery to you of spare parts 
 
• Sending a specialist fitter or mechanic to your company 
 
• Asking for return of the system to us for replacement or repair. 
 
1.4.2 Transport of the equipment 
 
The equipment is delivered in especially designed cardboard boxes. The open spaces inside 
the boxes are filled with cushioning material to prevent damage during transport. 
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After the 0.75-litre Air Entrainment Meter (manual version), has been unpacked from the 
transport box, it can be lifted out of the box by hand and moved by hand to the place where it 
is to be used. 
 
At all times, allow the Air Entrainment Meter to rest in an upright (standing) position. The 
pressure gauge of the Air Entrainment Meter is a sensitive device; as a result, do not subject 
the unit to knocks, bumps, vibrations, or impacts while it is being moved about. Before 
transporting the Air Entrainment Meter, be sure to use the ball handle (knob) to screw down 
the pump piston tight. 
 
The weight (mass) of the Air Entrainment Meter is approx. 3.9 kg. 
 
1.5 Equipment delivered with this system 
 
The standard equipment delivered with this Air Entrainment Meter includes the following: 
 
• Air Entrainment Meter 
• Calibration set. 
 
Optional equipment delivered at extra cost: 
 
• 1 no. attachment ring for filling the meter 
• 1 no. transport container 
• 1 no. tamper and straightedge for striking off the test concrete. 
 
On request you will receive a calibrating certificate from us which you can use for the test 
resources supervision as proof in the context of your quality management system for your Air 
Entrainment Meter for an extra charge. 
 
1.6 Technical Data 
 
1.6.1  Operation of the system 
 
The 0.75-litre Air Entrainment Meter (manual version), operates on the principle of Boyle-
Mariott's law. The system measures the air content of the mortar in accordance with a 
pressure-compensation process. The Air Entrainment Meter has a pressure chamber in 
which a specified air pressure is produced by a hand pump. When an overflow valve is 
opened, pressure equalization is established with respect to the test pot, which is filled with 
mortar. The pressure drop is a measure of the air content in the mortar. 
 
Basic operating instructions: 
When using the pump piston, be sure to follow the instructions below: 
 
 

Pump piston rod 
Loose: For conduct of testing 

Screwed down tight: For transport and cleaning 
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1.6.2 Basic elements and characteristics of the Air Entrainment Meter 
 
The Air Entrainment Meter is made of cast aluminium. The test pot and the cap (the upper 
part of the Air Entrainment Meter, with the pressure-gauge mounting) are fastened together 
air-tight by means of quick-action clamps. Two ball shut-off valves are provided to fill in the 
water, and to release the air.  
 
The compressed air is produced by a hand pump installed in the Air Entrainment Meter. An 
overflow valve, and a correction valve for the initial pressure, are integrated on the upper part 
(the pressure-gauge mounting) of the Air Entrainment Meter. The overflow valve and the 
correction valve are operated by pressing the proper buttons. The pressure gauge is also 
mounted on this top part of the Air Entrainment Meter. The scale of the pressure gauge 
reads from 0 to 100%. 
 
Technical data: 
Filling capacity: 0.75 litre 
Filling material (test specimen): Fresh mortar 
Reading from display: A pressure gauge, with readings in per cent 
Exactness class of pressure gauge: Class 1.0 
Dimensions:  ø200x350 mm 
Weight (mass): 3.9 kg 

 
2 Testing Procedure 
 
Important: Be sure to clean the entire inner surfaces of the test compartment (the pot 

and the cover to the pot) so that there is no oil, grease, fat, dust, or residue 
from a previous testing procedure in the compartment where the new test 
specimen is to be placed. Make sure that the cover to the test 
compartment is also thoroughly clean.  

 
a. Take off the cap of the Air Entrainment Meter. This is the upper part with the pressure-

gauge mounting. Set in place the attachment ring for filling the meter (this is an optional 
piece of equipment: you may not have received this part).  

b. Fill the test pot with fresh mortar and compact the mortar by using a tamping rod, or by 
using a vibrating table. 

c. Take off the attachment ring for filling the meter (if you have used it). 
d. Strike off the mortar smooth with the top of the pot by using the straightedge for striking 

off (this is an optional piece of equipment: you may not have received this part). 
e. Place the cap of the Air Entrainment Meter back onto the test pot. 
f. Fasten the upper part of the Air Entrainment Meter (the cap) firmly and airtight together 

with the test pot by snapping down both of the two fast-action clamps at the same time. 
These clamps are located on opposite sides of the Air Entrainment Meter.  

 
Important: When the fast-action clamps are not yet snapped into locking position, but 

when the hooks of the clamps are already fastened into the lower part of 
the Air Entrainment Meter, the clamps should rest at an angle of about 45° 
to the vertical wall of the Air Entrainment Meter. If the tension before 
snapping into place is too great (i.e. the clamps are > 45°), this will damage 
the clamping ring. If the tension is not great enough (i.e. the clamps are 
< 45°), the clamps will not provide enough force to tightly seal the two parts 
of the Air Entrainment Meter together. 

You must re-calibrate the Air Entrainment Meter each time after you adjust the tension of the 
quick-action clamps. 
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g. Open the two ball shut-off valves. They are open when their levers are pointing upward.  
h. Use a squeeze bottle to fill water into the left ball shut-off valve until all the air has 

escaped from the Air Entrainment Meter through the right ball shut-off valve. To make 
sure all air has escaped from the device, tilt the Air Entrainment Meter to the left until the 
right ball shut-off valve is pointing vertically. Important: it is absolutely necessary that 
you let the water flow out of the right ball shut-off valve until it no longer contains 
bubbles.  

i. Now close both of the shut-off valves. 
j. Turn the ball-headed knob to the left to release (unlock) the pump piston rod of the hand 

pump. Now pump up the Air Entrainment Meter until the black pointer of the pressure 
gauge is exactly over the red marking pointer. This is the initial pressure. If you have 
allowed the black pointer to go too far (i.e. past the red marking pointer), correct the 
pressure by briefly pressing the CORRECTION button of the correction valve (the black 
cap). Tap with your finger gently against the dial of the pressure gauge until the pointer 
comes to rest. 

 
Note: After you have pumped up the Air Entrainment Meter, do NOT screw in the 

ball knob of the pump piston to the right. Screwing it in to the right is 
necessary only for transport safety, or to lock the piston in place while the 
Air Entrainment Meter is being cleaned (so that no water can enter into the 
pump sleeve). 

 
k. Press the button TEST (green button) to activate the overflow valve and to start the 

testing procedure. This will allow the air from the pressure chamber to flow into the test 
pot. Hold down the TEST button until pressure equalization has been reached. Tap 
gently with your finger against the dial of the pressure gauge, until the pointer comes to 
rest. 

l. Read off the air content of the fresh mortar in per cent. 
m. After the testing is finished, slowly open both of the two ball shut-off valves. This will 

allow the pressure to be released from the test pot. 
n. Open the overflow valve by pressing the green TEST button. This will allow the 

remaining air to escape from the pressure chamber into the test pot. The pointer of the 
pressure gauge will now slowly fall back to its starting position. 

 
Warning! Be absolutely sure to carry out the testing steps in the order given above. If 

you do not follow the above sequence in order, you may damage the Air 
Entrainment Meter by allowing mortar to enter the pressure chamber.  
After pressure equalization has been achieved, do NOT press the 
CORRECTION button. If you press this CORRECTION button, the test 
mortar will flow through the channels of the device into the pressure 
chamber after you press the TEST button. This will permanently damage 
the Air Entrainment Meter and render it unusable. The valves will no longer 
be tight, and the volume of the Air Entrainment Meter will change.  
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3 Cleaning and Maintenance 
 
If the 0.75-litre Air Entrainment Meter (manual version), is properly used, it needs no special 
maintenance.  
 
After performing a test, carefully clean the Air Entrainment Meter with a moist sponge, and 
dry it off. Rinse the ball shut-off valves thoroughly with water. After testing, use special oil to 
coat the parts of the Air Entrainment Meter that are not coated with paint: the lower surface 
of the upper part (cap) of the Air Entrainment Meter, the inside surfaces of the test pot, the 
ball shut-off valves. Use this special oil in the same way in which you oil three-gang moulds 
for concrete cube testing. This special oil must be ordered from ELE International. 
 
Warning: Never immerse the Air Entrainment Meter in water. The machine is 

protected against spray water, but it is not waterproof. 
 When cleaning the Air Entrainment Meter, be sure to lock the pump 

piston rod by screwing it tightly to the right. This will prevent water from 
entering the Air Entrainment Meter through the pump. 

 
4 Checking and Calibrating 
 
4.1 Determining the initial pressure 
 
The initial pressure is the pressure to which you have pumped up the Air Entrainment Meter 
before you begin testing. On the pressure-gauge scale, this pressure is at the left of the zero 
point, and is marked by a red marking pointer. This additional air volume will compensate for 
the loss of air volume during testing of the air content (this loss of air volume is due to the 
technical design of the device). The correct initial pressure has already been marked during 
factory testing, before each Air Entrainment Meter is shipped to its users.  
 
The initial pressure may require re-setting, however, to do this first remove the threaded ring 
and the transparent plexiglas cover of the pressure gauge. Then make a provisional pre-
setting by placing the red marking pointer at some point to the left of the zero position. Now, 
to set the red marking pointer to its correct position for testing, follow the steps below: 
 
a. Remove the upper part (cap) of the Air Entrainment Meter (this is the part of the Air 

Entrainment Meter with the pressure-gauge mounting). Take the shorter of the two 
hoses that we have delivered (the one without a threaded connection) and insert it from 
below into the hole that has been drilled for the left ball shut-off valve. 

b. Fill the test pot with water, up to the top. 
c. Place the upper part (cap) of the Air Entrainment Meter back into its normal position. 
d. Fasten the upper part of the Air Entrainment Meter (the cap) firmly and airtight together 

with the test pot by snapping down both of the two fast-action clamps at the same time. 
These clamps are located on opposite sides of the Air Entrainment Meter. 

 
Important: When the fast-action clamps are not yet snapped into locking position, but 

when the hooks of the clamps are already fastened into the lower part of 
the Air Entrainment Meter, the clamps should rest at an angle of about 45° 
to the vertical wall of the Air Entrainment Meter. If the tension before 
snapping into place is too great (i.e. the clamps are > 45°), this will damage 
the clamping ring. If the tension is not great enough (i.e., the clamps are 
< 45°), the clamps will not provide enough force to tightly seal the two parts 
of the Air Entrainment Meter together. See the pictogram on the Air 
Entrainment Meter. 
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e. Open the two ball shut-off valves. They are open when their levers are pointing upward.  
f. Use a squeeze bottle to fill water into the left ball shut-off valve until all the air has 

escaped from the Air Entrainment Meter through the right ball shut-off valve. To make 
sure all air has escaped from the device, tilt the Air Entrainment Meter to the left until the 
right ball shut-off valve is pointing vertically. See Fig. 3 of the drawing “Sequence of 
Steps” at the end of these instructions. Important: it is absolutely necessary that you let 
the water flow out of the right ball shut-off valve until it no longer contains bubbles.  

g. Now close both of the shut-off valves. 
h. Turn the ball-headed knob to the left to release (unlock) the pump piston rod of the hand 

pump. Now pump up the Air Entrainment Meter until the black pointer of the pressure 
gauge is exactly over the red marking pointer. This is the initial pressure. If you have 
allowed the black pointer to go too far (i.e. past the red marking pointer), correct the 
pressure by briefly pressing the CORRECTION button of the correction valve (the black 
cap). Tap with your finger gently against the dial of the pressure gauge until the pointer 
comes to rest. 

i. Press the TEST button to operate the overflow valve and to allow the air from the 
pressure chamber to flow into the test pot. Hold down the TEST button until pressure 
compensation has been reached. Tap gently with your finger against the dial of the 
pressure gauge, until the pointer comes to rest. 

 
Three results are now possible: 
 
I. If the black pointer goes to zero, the position of the red marking pointer is correct. If this 

is the result, skip the instructions below and continue with Section 4.2 below. 
II. If the pressure-gauge pointer goes past the zero point (for example, if it goes to 0.1% or 

0.2%), you must push the red marking pointer further to the left. To do this it is 
necessary to remove the threaded ring and the transparent plexiglas cover of the 
pressure gauge. 

III. If the pressure-gauge pointer does not reach the zero point, then push the red marking 
pointer in the direction of zero. To do this it is necessary to remove the threaded ring and 
the transparent plexiglas cover of the pressure gauge. 

 
⇒ Carefully open the right ball shut-off valve, to release the pressure from the test pot. 
⇒ Now go back to step e. above, and repeat steps e. to i. 
 
If the pressure-gauge pointer now goes to zero, then the setting of the red marking pointer is 
correct. 
 
If the pressure-gauge pointer does not reach zero, then the red marking pointer must be re-
set again as required. You will then have to repeat the steps as described above. 
 
If the pointer does not come to rest, the Air Entrainment Meter is not air-tight. 
 
4.2 Calibration 
 
From time to time it is necessary to check the readings to make sure they are accurate. A 
calibration set has been delivered with the Air Entrainment Meter to check the accuracy of 
the readings. 
 
All new or repaired Air Entrainment Meters are calibrated at the factory as a general rule. 
You can, however, calibrate the Air Entrainment Meter yourself.  
 
To calibrate the Air Entrainment Meter, you will need to take 75 ml of water from the unit (= 
75 cm³). This amounts to 10% of the content of the test pot (0.75 litre = 750 cm³).  
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You have determined the correct initial pressure as described under Section 4.1 above. The 
pressure-gauge pointer is now pointing to zero. Now, after you have successfully completed 
steps 1 to 9 as described above, carry out the following steps: 
 
j. Take the longer of the two supplied hoses – the hose with 4 mm diameter and with 

threaded fitting – and screw it onto the left ball shut-off valve. See Fig. 5 in the attached 
drawing “Sequence of Steps”. 

k. Hold the free end of this hose over the top of a graduated cylinder (this graduated 
cylinder must have a volume of at least 75 ml). 

l. Carefully and slowly open the left ball shut-off valve and allow water to flow from the Air 
Entrainment Meter into the graduated cylinder. Now activate the overflow valve by 
pressing the TEST button. After exactly 75 ml of water has flowed into the graduated 
cylinder, close the ball shut-off valve.  

m. It may happen that the water stops flowing before 75 ml has flowed out into the 
graduated cylinder. In such a case, close the left ball shut-off valve when the water stops 
flowing. Then pump up the pressure chamber so that there is enough pressure in the 
chamber to start the water flow again. Pump up the pressure chamber until the pressure-
gauge pointer reaches the red marking. Then activate the overflow valve by pressing the 
TEST button, and once again open the left ball shut-off valve until the water again flows 
into the graduated cylinder. Repeat the above procedure until the required amount of 
100 ml of water has flowed into the graduated cylinder. 

n. Slowly and carefully open the right ball shut-off valve to release the pressure from the 
test pot.  

o. Now close both of the ball shut-off valves. 
p. Use the hand pump to pump up the Air Entrainment Meter until the black pressure-

gauge pointer stands exactly over the red marking pointer (initial pressure). If you have 
allowed the black pointer to go too far (i.e. past the red marking pointer), correct the 
pressure by briefly pressing the CORRECTION button of the correction valve (the black 
cap). Tap with your finger gently against the dial of the pressure gauge until the pointer 
comes to rest. 

q. Press the TEST button to activate the overflow valve. This will allow the air from the 
pressure chamber to flow into the test pot. Hold down the TEST button until pressure 
equalization has been reached. Tap gently with your finger against the dial of the 
pressure gauge, until the pointer comes to rest. 

 
→ Check the accuracy of the reading on the gauge. You have removed 10% of the volume 

from the test pot: 75 ml. As a result, the reading on the pressure gauge should now 
also read 10%, if this reading is correct.  

 
→ If the reading is not 10%, get in contact with the manufacturer. You may have to send 

the complete Air Entrainment Meter back to the manufacturer for the system to be 
checked. 

 
r. After you have made the reading, slowly open the right ball shut-off valve to release the 

pressure from the test pot. 
s. Open the overflow valve by pressing the TEST button to allow the remaining air to flow 

from the pressure chamber into the test pot. During this step the pressure-gauge pointer 
will slowly fall and will return to its initial position. 

t. Remove the calibration hoses. Empty the test pot. Wipe the Air Entrainment Meter dry 
and oil the parts as described above. 

 
Your 0.75-litre Air Entrainment Meter (manual version), is now ready for operation. 
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5 Troubleshooting 
 
Fault Possible cause Action to take 
   
The Air Entrainment 
Meter repeatedly 
shows incorrect 
measuring results 

The Air Entrainment Meter has a 
leak. 
 

Please get in touch with the 
manufacturer. 

The pump piston rod is bent 
(which changes the volume in the 
pressure chamber). 

Get in touch with the 
manufacturer: the Air 
Entrainment Meter must be 
completely repaired. 
 

The ball shut-off valves are open. Close the ball shut-off valves. 
The fast-action clamps do not 
close properly.  

Adjust the fast-action clamps. 
Re-calibrate the Air Entrainment 
Meter. 

Pointer is not in correct position.  Correct the position of the 
pointer. See Section 4.1. 

 
6 After-sales Service and Spare Parts 
 
If you have any technical questions, or require spare parts, please contact ELE International. 
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Figure 1 : Constructional configuration and functional elements of the Air Entrainment Meter 
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Figure 2 : “Sequence of Steps” for testing the device 
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